communityRE
Supporting Local Solar Generation
Without Capital Costs or Installation
communityRE is the renewable program offered by ENGIE to help Massachusetts customers get
the benefit of supporting local solar generation without the upfront capital costs and installation
typically required for onsite arrays. By signing up for the program, net metering credits can be
matched to projected consumption volumes to support sustainability objectives and help you lower
costs with savings applied directly to monthly utility bills.
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Ready to get started? Visit engieresources.com
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Carbon Champions
Market Your Commitment to a Low-Carbon Future
with America’s Energy Greentailer™
Join the ranks of ENGIE’s Carbon Champions, companies who have come together with us to reduce
their impact by procuring renewable power or supporting the domestic development of zero-carbon
resources with renewable energy certificates or community solar. Make your commitment to a
carbon-neutral future known with these unique opportunities to promote your energy supply.
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ENGIE Resources NA will deliver Renewable Energy Certificates in accordance with its Energy Agreement. This amount sourced by renewable energy is
equivalent to the annual greenhouse gas emissions of 3,135,528 pounds of coal burned or the carbon sequestered by 74,344 tree seedlings for ten years.
Green–e certified meets the environmental and consumer protection standards set forth by the nonprofit Center for Resource Solutions. (www.green-e.org)
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Other marketing opportunities are also available to companies interested in publicizing their renewable strategy with ENGIE

Let America’s Energy Greentailer™ Be Your Low-Carbon Champion
Whether you’re confronting aggressive renewable targets, short-term carbon-reduction goals,
or increasing pressure from stakeholders to reduce emissions, ENGIE is uniquely positioned to
achieve your objectives as America’s Energy Greentailer™. As the only top five commercial and
industrial energy supplier without significant merchant thermal generation, we can deliver retail
supply expertise with access to wholesale renewable resources to accelerate the low-carbon
economy. Talk to your sales representative today to find out how.
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